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Please Respect our Community, and Future Childrens Lives.
I am writing you this because I would like you to look into your hearts in this subject. These chemicals that are
produced at these plants are undeniable unhealthy for us, those who live in the immediate surrounding areas are
counting the days down till they have cancer, and you are adding even more to the carbon footprint problem this
whole planet is experiencing. I am not here as some anti-oil, coal, fracking fanatic but as a citizen of this planet, a
planet that knows no difference between the extreme poor and the rich, other than the rich exploit and destroy it for
a profit. I understand that this is a business, I am partners of a business of over 20 years, so I understand where you
are coming from. What I would like you to think about though, is not even what it is going to do to us, but what it is
going to do to those in the future. For we in the present only true importance is to set up the future for the unborn so
they may benefit from what we lacked of, or to make sure they do not experience the problems we are currently
facing. That is the problem, with AES, Fracking, Coal, etc. is not so much what it is doing to us at the moment, but
the problems it is going to cause those who come after us. That is what you need to think about. When we have
children, at the moment they are going to have to fix our very real and giant problems; i.e. billions of gallons spilt into
the oceans, the continuous poisoning of the very little freshwater this planet has by 532 unknown chemicals and the
1.5 million gallons of wasted water to produce a energy source that is worst than what it is replacing. I am simply
asking you on behalf of this planet, to not think about profits for once. To think about the future, because profits are
transient, they do not last; but the future will always be there. To invest in what is ahead, because whether all these
big oil companies, etc. want to accept it, their infinite money supply is going to end, because their product is finite. It
is not replaceable, once it is gone it is gone, or you have to go out and destroy some more earth/ocean to produce
more, and who knows in the end how long that will last us. So please, think about those that come after you, not me
I could care less about me or the present, what I care about is our planets future, and to make sure that their is a
civilization left on this planet, that traces of me and my ancestors are left.

